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SHENNONGJIA

Capturing
colorful
autumn of
Shennongjia
Shennongjia, with an altitudinal difference of over 3,000 meters, is
blessed with a myriad of landscapes: brooks winding down paths, cliffs
rising up to the sky, refreshing rainbows after the rains have stopped,
dazzling sunsets among the clouds, as well as the misty wetlands and
running deer. All these are excellent backdrops for photographs and
videos. Shennongjia enters its most beautiful season of the year in
autumn. It then paints a colorful picture no matter from what angle it is
beheld. As a member of the China Photographers Association, Li Qun
has taken pictures in Shennongjia several times. He highly recommended
the places below for photography enthusiasts:
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Best spots for changing leaves: Taiziya and Hongping

（太子垭、红坪画廊）

"The most fascinating season of
the year in Shennongjia is autumn!"
said Li Qun. Usually, the autumnal
scenes are found from Shengnongjia's
higher altitude areas in September to
the lower areas in October. Mountains
gradually redden starting in late
September. By mid-October, Taiziya
and Hongping enter their best period
for taking pictures.
The best route to photograph the
red leaves of Taiziya is along the

scenic highway from the viewing
platform down to the side of the
winding mountain road about 10
kilometers away from the exit of the
scenic spot, and the best period is midOctober.
Another place to take pictures,
Hongping, is a valley ranging from
Yazikou at the entrance of
Shennongding to Hongping Town,
where the streams are crystal clear. In
autumn, falling red leaves gently float

along the streams surrounded by the
misty mountains. The breathtaking scene
would definitely stimulate one's creativity.
Tips: A wide-angle lens is advised
to capture the panorama of the forests
and a long-lens is recommended to
take close-up pictures whether it's
under direct sunlight or backlighting
conditions. For a beginner, it's better to
capture the leaves under direct sunlight,
which can best reflect the original colors
and the details of the surroundings.

Best area to photograph misty views: Dajiu Lake
Some of the scenes shot in the
film "The Assassin" include Dajiu Lake,
where the crew recorded a total of 80,
000 feet of film. Located on the
southwestern edge of Shennongjia,
Dajiu Lake is definitely its most
beautiful lake area. It is in fact a small
basin surrounded by mountains with
the highest peak at 2,800 meters
above sea level, which provides a

natural defense for the lake. Dajiu
Lake is not a single lake but a cluster
of nine lakes with wetlands. The most
popular ones are Lake No. 2, 3, and
5. Dajiu lakes would be even more
enchanting when it appears with other
harmonious scenes such as morning
fog, lush mountains, lovely cattle and
sheep.
Tips: The best times of the day to

（大九湖）

take pictures of Dajiu Lake are early
morning and evening. It is best for
photographers to get there at around
5 p.m. to capture the sunset and then
spend a night at nearby Pingqian
Town to shoot the foggy scene the
next morning at 5 a.m., This is when
the thin mist lingers between the lake
and the mountainside and this lasts for
about three hours.

Best locations for clouds: Shennongding and Tianyan
Scenic Area （神农顶、天燕景区）

Golden Monkey Ridge

Hongping

Shennong Peak

Dajiu Lake

Shennongjia never lacks steep
mountains, deep valleys or fast-moving
streams. When the vaporized air flow
is blocked in the lower valley, cloud
and mist will rise. Once the strong air
flow changes direction, the cloud and
mist will disperse instantly and float
near another mountain.
"Spectacular seas of clouds could
be seen in both Shennongding and the
Tianyan Scenic Area," said Li. There
is only one stairway to the top of

Shennong Peak which has 2,999
steps. It takes about two hours for an
average person to reach the primitive
top, which is only covered with bare
rocks and moss. The Tianyan Scenic
Area consists of two adjacent peaks,
the Yanziya and the Tianmenya with
the highlight of the "Rainbow Bridge"
of Yanziya. The huge metal bridge
spans two hilltops in the sky. Standing
on the bridge and overlooking the sea
of clouds in the distance would make

one feel like drifting in the air.
Tips: Based on years of
experience, Li makes it a rule that
cloudy days are good for
photographing waters while sunny days
for clouds. Mists and clouds are always
so fleeting and photographers should
learn to seize an opportunity
immediately. Evenings on sunny days
are especially good for shooting the
pink and golden clouds dyed by the
stunning sunset.

Best places for streams: Xiangxi Source Scenic Area
and Golden Monkey Ridge （香溪源、金猴岭）
Located two kilometers west of
Muyu Town, the Xiangxi Source
Scenic Area is the origin of the
Xiangxi River, a tributary of the
Yangtze River. Its natural clear water
flows through Muyu, crossing Xingshan
Mountain and rushing 91 km to the
Yangtze River. The water is said to
have nurtured Wang Zhaojun, one of
the Four Beauties of ancient China,
and Qu Yuan, the first great patriotic
poet.
The Xiangxi Source Scenic Area
is not big, with no more than 2

kilometers from the foot of the
mountain up along the stream. A rare
sense of tranquility can be felt, for
nothing but the murmuring streams
and rustling forests can be heard.
Inside the Golden Monkey Ridge,
Bashan and Huashan pines are grown
and dotted with waterfalls here and
there. It used to be a habitat for
golden monkeys but has now
developed into a tourist scenic spot
with complete facilities in recent years.
Divided by the mountainside parking
lot, there are separate walkways for

going up and down the mountain.
Upward paths lead to a large area of
primeval forests while the downward
ways are lined with dazzling streams.
The more one goes down, the larger
the streams, which form waterfalls of
different sizes.
Tips: Remember to use a slow
shutter and a long exposure to record
the dynamic of the flowing water. With
a 1-second or 2-second shutter, the
water will be artfully captured. If the
daylight is too strong, it's better to use
a medium gray filter.

